CALL FOR PAPERS

MINI-TRACK ON INFORMATION SECURITY EDUCATION AND FOUNDATIONAL RESEARCH

Thirty-ninth Annual Hawai‘i International Conference on System Sciences
January 4 - 7, 2006
Hyatt Regency, Kauai

Additional detail may be found on HICSS primary web site: http://www.hicss.hawaii.edu
Mirror sites: http://hicss.sepa.tudelft.nl/ and http://www.is.cityu.edu.hk/hicss/

Mini-track on Information Security Education and Foundational Research

All papers must be submitted by June 15, 2005 via the conference website (www.hicss.hawaii.edu)

The mini-track has two focuses: information security education, and fundamental research in information security. In the information security education area, we are interested in papers about

- information security curriculum design at the national and institutional levels
- innovative approaches to teaching information security
- evaluations of existing approaches
- emerging needs for information security curriculum
- innovative approaches to faculty development and capacity building
- challenges faced by institutions and programs.

In the fundamental research area, we are interested in papers describing new results in the theory and foundations of information security. We invite papers giving new analytic results, mathematical developments and proofs. The topics covered in this category include

- cryptography and cryptographic protocols
- mathematical analyses secure computing systems
- foundations of network security
- ethical and legal issues in information security
- the theoretical foundations of information security
- information security management policy and response.

Mini-track Chairs

Linda Morales
Computer Science Department
Texas A&M University-Commerce
PO Box 3011
Commerce, TX 75429-3011
Phone (903) 886-5617
Fax (903) 886-5404
Linda_Morales@tamu-commerce.edu

Melissa Dark
Purdue University
CERIAS
656 Oval Drive
Recitation Hall
West Lafayette, IN 47907-2021
(765)494-7661
dark@purdue.edu
IMPORTANT DEADLINES

Abstracts - Authors may contact Minitrack Chairs for guidance and indication of appropriate content at anytime.

June 15 - Authors submit full papers to the Peer Review System, following Author Instructions found on the HICSS web site (www.hicss.hawaii.edu). All papers will be submitted in double column publication format and limited to 10 pages including diagrams and references. Papers undergo a double-blind review.

August 15 - Acceptance/Rejection notices are sent to Authors via the Peer Review System.

September 15 New Date! - Authors submit Final Version of papers following submission instructions on the Peer Review System web site. At least one author of each paper must register by this date with specific plans to attend the conference to present the paper. Early Registration fee $525 applies.

October 2 - General Registration fee $575 applies until December 10.

December 10 - Deadline to guarantee your hotel room reservation at conference rate. - Deadline to receive conference registration refund. - Late registration fee $675 applies.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PAPER SUBMISSION

• HICSS papers must contain original material not previously published, nor currently submitted elsewhere.

• Consult the conference website (www.hicss.hawaii.edu) for the listing and description of Minitracks for HICSS-39.

• (optional) Contact the Minitrack Chair(s) by email for guidance and verification of appropriate content.

• Do not submit the manuscript to more than one Minitrack Chair. If unsure of which Minitrack is appropriate, submit abstract to the Track Chair for guidance.

• HICSS will conduct double-blind reviews of each submitted paper.

• Submit full paper according to detailed instructions found on the Peer Review System website.
HICSS-39 CONFERENCE TRACKS

Collaboration Systems and Technology
Co-chair: Robert O. Briggs  bbriggs@GroupSystems;
Co-chair: Jay Nunamaker  jnunamaker@cmi.arizona.edu

Decision Technologies for Management
Chair: Dan Dolk  drdolk@nps.edu

Digital Media: Content and Communication
Chair: Michael Shepherd  shepherd@cs.cal.ca

E-Government
Chair: H. Jochen Scholl  jscholl@u.washington.edu

Information Technology in Health Care
Chair: William Chismar  chismar@hawaii.edu

Internet & the Digital Economy
Co-chair: David King  david.king@jda.com; Co-chair: Alan Dennis  ardennis@indiana.edu

Knowledge Management Systems
Co-chair: Murray Jennex  murphjen@aol.com; Dave Croasdell  davec@unr.edu

Organizational Systems & Technology
Chair: Hugh Watson  hwatson@terry.uga.edu

Software Technology
Chair: Gul Agha  agha@cs.uiuc.edu

HICSS conferences are devoted to advances in the information, computer, and system sciences, and encompass developments in both theory and practice. Papers may be theoretical, conceptual, tutorial or descriptive in nature. Submissions undergo a double-blind peer referee process and those selected for presentation will be published in the Conference Proceedings. Submissions must not have been previously published.

CONFERENCE ADMINISTRATION
Ralph Sprague, Conference Chair
Email: sprague@hawaii.edu

Sandra Laney, Conference Administrator
Email: hicss@hawaii.edu

Eileen Robichaud Dennis, Track Administrator
Email: eidennis@indiana.edu

2006 CONFERENCE VENUE
Hyatt Regency Kauai
1571 Poipu Road
Koloa, Kauai HI 96756
1-808-742-1234
http://Kauai.hyatt.com